Descriptive Report

To accompany Photographic plans of Lot Dronique, Lot Camines and Lot Dronique, West Coast of Baye.

Lot Dronique is shown on one sheet, scale 1/6000. It was executed in March 1908 by C. E. Waddington R.I., Chief Surveyor. The points, Dronique, Lot and Dronique Circle were plotted on the sheet by their relative distances and the control of the unit away on other points.

Lot Camines is shown on one small sheet, scale 1/6000. It was executed by C. E. Waddington R.I., during March 1908. The control of the sheet was by the magnetic needle.

Lot Dronique is shown on a small sheet on a scale of 1/6000. The work was done by C. E. Waddington R.I., in June, 1903. The orientation of the sheet was controlled by magnetic needle. The sheet contains no triangulation point and will have to be located by the position of the joining point with the west sheet as determined from 5 and 119.

Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]

Wyman